A tentative scaling theory is presented of a tree swaying in a turbulent wind. It is argued that the turbulence of the air within the crown is in the inertial regime, An eddy causes a dynamic bending response of the branches according to a time criterion. The resulting expression for the penetration depth of the wind yields an exponent which is in agreement with that pertaining to the morphology of the tree branches. An energy criterion shows that the dynamics of the branches is basically passive. The possibility of hydrodynamic screening by the leaves is discussed.
Introduction
The time criterion introduced by Lumley [1] [2] [3] plays a central role in the theory of drag reduction in turbulent flow. The time scale of turbulence at some spatial scale is compared with the main relaxation time of a polymer chain, for instance. When they are equal, this signals a change in the dynamical behavior of the solution because the chain becomes markedly deformed. The ratio of the two scales also figures in more recent elaborate theoretical work on drag reduction [4] [5] [6] .
A major difficulty in understanding drag reduction has been that it is a phenomenon whose magnitude is never more then one order removed from that of pure turbulent flow itself. It is therefore of interest to study systems of a complexity close in spirit to that of polymers but where the object-flow interaction is more amenable to analysis by experiment. A tree swaying under the influence of a turbulent wind is a case in point. Here, I apply a time criterion to this problem inspired by de Gennes' discussion of a polymer chain deformed by bulk turbulence [4, 5] .
The deformation of trees modeled as elastic structures under winds has been investigated extensively recently [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, it is difficult to simulate wind turbulence at extremely high Reynolds numbers. Accordingly, it is useful to present a scaling analysis of a tree swaying in a turbulent wind to try to delineate the relevant dimensional parameters involved.
Time Criterion
Let us consider a tree of height H swaying under the influence of a moderate wind of average speed U. Simple observations prove that its branches oscillate rather haphazardly and quite independently of each other. The aerodynamical flow circulating within the crown may be argued to be turbulent. The Reynolds number Re 0 = HU/ν of a tree of height H ≃ 10 m, say, swaying in a wind of speed U ≃ 10 m/s is a formidable 10 7 (the kinematic viscosity ν of air is about 0.15 cm 2 /s). The Kolmogorov dissipation scale λ = H/ Re 3/4 [15] is then only a minute 0.1 mm. I assume the turbulent cascade is essentially unperturbed by the tree branches and leaves (see below). The tree is a passive object. Yet the Reynolds number Re d = dV d /ν associated with some branch of diameter d equal to about 1 cm, say, is still not too large for Karman vortices to separate from its surface (Re d ≃ 10
2 ; see [16] ). The velocity of the wind is split up into a systematic component and fluctuational component − → V . Because of the stick boundary condition at ground level, the former profile is an approximately logarithmic function of the height [17] . The fluctuational term − → V ( r) at scale r is known to be isotropic and independent of the average distribution [18] . The fluctuational velocity V d of the air near a branch is about U (d/H) 1/3 . In view of the nonalignment of the branches of a tree, the total sum of Karman vortices arising from the interaction of the wind with the branches may be supposed to be a random variable. On the whole, one concludes that the air circulating throughout the crown is in the inertial regime. On dimensional grounds, the fluctuational velocity obeys Kolmogorov's relations like
(1) where the magnitude V (H) ∼ O(U ) and the rate of dissipation ε is of order U 3 /H. I anticipate that the turbulent wind penetrates dynamically into an outer shell-like region of the tree crown of thickness ℓ * (which will be termed the penetration depth). Thus, branches within this region are excited but those in the inner core are quiescent. I note that in practice the length l(d) of a branch measured from the tip increases monotonically with d. The tip itself must have a nonzero diameter d 0 otherwise the branch could not bear leaves near the end. Accordingly, a Taylor expansion of d(l) ought to be possible at small l
with empirical coefficients α 1 , α 2 , etc. By contrast, at large l one expects a fractal structure [19] .
An eddy of the turbulent air encompassing a section of branch of length l typically has a characteristic velocity V (l) ≃ (εl) 1/3 from eq. (1). The time scale of the flow is
In general, the size of the crown is of the order of the height of the tree [10] .
For the moment, let us suppose that a section of branch within the shell-like region has a uniform diameter d. Then a time scale associated with the bending oscillations of the branch is given by
In effect, the bending energy of the branch is El/2R 2 c [20] where E is the bending force constant and R c is the radius of curvature of a bent branch. The deflection z of the branch from a straight form is z ≃ l 2 /R c and Hooke's modulus equals
1/2 yielding eq. (5). The speed of sound in wood is S = (Y /ρ w ) 1/2 . Ultimately, at some penetration depth l * , the bending oscillation of the branch is in concert with turbulent eddies acting upon it. Accepting the time criterion τ l ≃ τ b , we have
This is interpreted as follows:
1. At large l, we require β > 4/3 if the argumentation is to be self-consistent. Hence, the scaling analysis predicts a lower bound on the exponent β. Experimental estimates for β have been quoted [10] : β = 1.37 for pine trees and β = 1.38 for walnut trees. This is not strictly true for the tree structures are regarded as discrete fractals whereas eq. (3) is continuous. These experimental exponents are surprisingly close to the theoretical minimum value. This might indicate that trees seem to have evolved to minimize the weight of their structure while retaining stability with regard to the aeroelastic dynamics put forward here.
2. At low l, we need to know the value of the coefficients α 1 and α 2 to proceed. Eqs. (2) and (6) would indicate that there may sometimes be two solutions which would conflict with the premise of the theory outlined here. Still, the model may be too crude. One knows that wood loses moisture and hardens as it gets older implying that Young's modulus could increase with l [21] . Clearly, the outer shell of the crown at small l * may need to be reanalyzed.
3. The typical aspect ratio of a branch predicted from eq. (6) is of the order of U/S which is consistent with values in the field (U = 10 m/s; S = 3000 m/s).
Eq. (6) is only correct if it is very slowly varying (αd 0 << 1). A detailed analysis bears this out (using the results of ref. [22]).
5. There are of course smaller branches attached to a given branch and so forth but their mass is relatively small. Eq. (6) remains valid to the leading order.
6. The mass of the leaves attached is also of the order of the mass of a branch [11, 12] . This implies eq. (6) is correct to within O(1).
In the next two section I discuss the possible impact of the elastic tree energy on the aerodynamic turbulence and the possibility of hydrodynamic screening of the leaves in collective motion.
Energy Criterion
In the analysis above, the tree has been regarded as a passive entity. In order to assess whether this assumption is correct, I next consider an energy criterion as previously introduced by de Gennes in the case of drag reduction by polymer [4, 5] . A turbulent eddy of size l and volume ℓ 3 fluctuates coherently and isotropically on a scale l (it also encompasses smaller eddies at shorter time scales). Hence, the kinetic energy density (equal to the magnitude of the Reynolds stress) of such an eddy is ρ a V 2 (l) where ρ a is the density of air. It is rewritten with the help of eq. (1)
Now the bending energy of a branch is the average of Ez 2 /l 3 and since z is at most O(l), an upper bound on the bending energy density is
The section of the branch is enclosed by a blob of air of volume l 3 . The ratio of the two densities is given by
with the use of eq. (6). This is about 10 −1 so the branch fluctuates passively. Nevertheless, a densely branched tree may conceivably have R = O(l) if there are enough branches within l 3 .
Leaf Aerodynamics
The Reynolds number of air flow near a leaf in the tree is typically about a hundred. Thus, we try to study the aerodynamics in the Oseen approximation [23] :
where − → U is the background velocity and p is the pressure. The air may be regarded as incompressible because U is much smaller then the velocity of sound in air. Let us set Re ≡ 0 momentarily and assume the swarm of leaves surrounding a branch gives rise to a hydrodynamic screening length ζ. A full analysis involving all particles is complicated [24] but a compact treatment introducing ζ at the beginning and a Schwinger variational principle yields identical results fast [25] . Here, a simple scaling analysis is given to see if hydrodynamic screening between the leaves may exist. In the stationary limit, we have upon assuming screening is extant:
The (preaveraged) velocity perturbation by a point-like force f (delta function) is then [24] u ∽ e −r/ζ f νρ a r (12) which is simply a screened form of the usual hydrodynamic decay. The friction coefficient of a leaf ω is then an average in terms of the pair correlation function g ( r) [26] 
For leaves viewed as platelets of surface area S, g ( r) scales as r −1 so that the friction coefficient becomes
If the swarm of leaves is enclosed in a column of length l and cross-section A (volume Ω = lA), the pressure difference ∆p is expressed by eq. (11) (Darcy's law)
On the other hand, this force on N leaves is also given by eq. (14)
We finally obtain an expression for the hydrodynamic screening length
The variable ϕ is a "hydrodynamic" volume fraction S 3/2 N/Ω. We next scale relevant terms in eqs. (10) and (11) 
though the Reynolds number pertaining to a single leaf in the flow field is
We therefore have τ
One expects ϕ = O(1) or possibly even larger. Hence, the ratio J may be smaller than unity at substantial scales r. Inertia could be neglected in that case so the computation of the screening length is self-consistent. The flow at scale r is laminarized by the strong screening collectively caused by the leaves.
Concluding Remarks
The main expression derived here is eq. (6) which gives the penetration depth ℓ * in terms of the branch diameter d * . The morphology of the tree imposes a second relation so that a unique ℓ * is obtained provided the exponent β is not lower than 4/3. However, further investigations are needed to elucidate the turbulent dynamics of the branches at small penetration depths.
